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Below is a list of art education ideas integrated into various content areas at Sheboygan 
North High School through the art department as well as through our Artist in Residence 
Program.

• Mr. McGoldrick’s Language Arts class: advised on "street art" projects for his Western 
Civilization classes

• Dr. Michel’s History class: Mind Maps of Africa and indigenous tribes, drawing exercises
• Mr Soik's Humanities I class: three different art projects with his Honors Humanities 

class (in tandem with books they were reading at the time), collages
• Ms. Belongie's English class: graphic novels
• Critique with Portfolio art students and their altered books
• Chemistry Club - solar printing and tie dye 
• Mr. Soik’s Honors Humanities II class - creative projects to communicate their learning 

about Roman civilization. 
• Mrs. Reinemann’s Chemistry class -  projects to explore color and their mineral origins 

such as the study of Cyanotypes.
• Mrs. Diven’s Broadcasting - collages
• Mrs. Cesario’s Special Ed - sun catchers
• Mr. Flynn’s Spanish class - autobiographical trees of life
• Mrs. McGoldrick’s History class - 70’s poster design
• Mrs. Belongie’s CAPP Composition class - blackout poems
• Mrs. Stenz’s Interior Design class - color theory
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Teacher input on art integration in content areas

• Ms. Cavanaugh, Social Studies  teacher,  has been working collaboratively with 
the Art  Department for  many years,  and have integrated many aspects  of  the 
visual arts into my ninth grade class, which is called African Asian World.  The 
visual arts provides an in-depth way for students to present their understandings 
of  social  studies  content.   Arts  enhance  creative  thought  and problem-solving 
abilities.   They allow students to achieve the highest levels of Blooms taxonomy, 
and provide very real support for writing, as well.

Congo Cosmogram
Students learn of the West African World view, and the many symbolic ways 
in which this world view is represented in African Culture.  Students then 
use their understanding, along with symbols (shells, feathers, circle, cross, 
iron, tree, glass, etc.) to create their own unique cosmogram.  These can be 
two or three dimensional.  Students then are able to identify the artifacts, 
and significance, of cosmogram representations in African American culture.

Asian Meditative Landscape Painting
After  learning  of  Hinduism  and  Buddhism,  students  practice  breathing 
meditation for several months.  Near the end of the school year the go out 
into  the  school  courtyard  and  create  landscape  paintings  as  a  form  of 
meditation.  Many students discover for the first time, that they can paint.  It 
is a very self-actualizing experience, and serve as a high-level conclusion to 
what they have been learning of Asian philosophies.

Mind Mapping Major Units
After very complicated units, such as one on non-violent direct action that 
begins with Gandhi, and includes Henry David Thoreau and Martin Luther 
King, Jr., students create elaborate mind maps to show their understanding 
of key concepts and relationships between people, ideas, and events.  The 
mind map must be roughly half text and half illustration.  Students are often 
very hesitant about the artistic aspect to this project.  The Resident Artist 
spent  quite  a  bit  of  time  working  with  students  on  this  project,  and 
demonstrated alternate methods of visual representation, such as the use of 
collage.  The mind map is the single most powerful tool in helping students 
to grasp and internalize complicated topics.
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Hindu Love Day Cards
Students design and create Love Day cards for am Indian market that uses 
culturally appropriate images and messages.  They also write a marketing 
proposal to go along with the card.  This is a real-life way for students to 
express their understanding of Hindu culture.

Rain Haiku
After learning about the monsoon climate in India,  students contemplate 
their own reaction s to rain; in different seasons and different circumstances.  
They then compose a rain haiku and place it with a rain drawing of their 
own creation.  This is part of a deeper reflection of the relationship between 
the environment and human cultures and experiences.

• Mrs. Flynn, Spanish teacher, came up with the idea of an autobiographical Tree of 
Life and asked the artist in residence to come up with a way they could make 
them in the classroom. Students created 3D found objects version we could do on 
paper. Artist in residence helped make the idea become reality. Students kept their 
projects.

• Mr. Soik has used the North High Artist in Residence (AiR) to help brainstorm the 
fringes  of  major  subjects  of  the  summative  papers  in  Honors  Humanities  (a 
senior language arts honors elective).  

The typical integration of the artist in residence is that he/she regularly attends 
our class (usually once/week) so he/she is aware of the content and angles that 
the students are most interested in.   Often I  share reading selections,  lesson 
plans, and other assignments with the artist in residence.  

Each unit in Humanities concludes with a major, formal academic paper.  The 
AiR helps me integrate the visual arts into an otherwise traditional reading/
writing class. 

We create an "ArtPlosion" creative product to brainstorm/pre-write the major 
academic papers.  In a matter of just a few class periods, the students come up 
with a core idea that grabbed them about the content and literature of the unit, 
which is also likely to be the core of the content of their summative papers. The 
AiR helps the kids execute a visual art project that helps the kids explore the 
nuances of that subject and explore original angles on it for integration into the 
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major papers. We conclude ArtPlosion efforts by sharing basic realizations and 
results in classroom discussions and the class discussion posts on Haiku.

Prewriting, drafting and publishing the major papers immediately follows the 
ArtPlosion efforts.
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